Finding a place for equity in CSCL: a lever for sustained educational change
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“I concede that the tangible impact of CSCL on educational practice is very small so far.
But this suggests that we must realign our efforts, not abandon our very raison-d’être.”
- Wise and Schwarz 2017, p. 455

In their discussion of the future of CSCL, Wise and Schwarz (2017) point to a considerable tension regarding the role of CSCL research in educational change. Critiquing CSCL’s engagement with educational change, they primarily understand change as a matter of scalability and sustainability. Their conciliator character points to design-based research, meta-analyses, research-practice partnerships, and longitudinal research as needed to further connect CSCL with the goal of educational change. In alignment with Hod et al.’s (2018) response to this provocation, we agree that educational change can and should be a central aspirational goal of the CSCL community in the coming decade. However, to the conciliator’s list, we add that centering equity will promote research that can make a difference. Recognizing that educational equity has multiple, and sometimes contradictory, meanings (Gutiérrez 2009; Nasir 2020; Uttamchandani 2018), we think about equity as a tool to attend to how historical social inequality affects the lived learning experiences of people, focusing not just on equitable outcomes but also processes of learning that empower learners to become authors of their own futures (Gutiérrez and Jurow 2016).

As we consider the fundamental goals of education, we therefore argue rather emphatically that CSCL should not give up on educational change. We recognize that globally, education is inequitable and not always successful for all students (Chzhen et al. 2018). We position education as a social good. Learning environments in general and CSCL environments in particular must therefore be responsive to the epistemic diversity of learners. Epistemic diversity refers to the different ways of knowing in a discipline “e.g., perspectives, meanings, practices, values—that are historically and culturally constituted” (Agarwal and Sengupta-Irving 2019, p. 351). We argue that educational equity can be a boundary object (Star 1989).
for supporting CSCL’s sustained presence in conversations about educational change. This is a timely goal, particularly in light of widening inequality and the increasing need for global citizenship education (Politics of Learning Writing Collective 2017; UNESCO 2014). In particular, we believe that CSCL is well-positioned to support the implementation of ambitious learning practices for all learners, and that these practices can empower students, support shared meaning-making, and potentially disrupt social inequality.

We define ambitious learning practices as pedagogies that encourage collaboration, dialogue, and productive disciplinary engagement (Engle and Conant 2002). Such practices stand in contrast to other classroom pedagogies, such as rote learning, “drill-and-kill,” and test-preparatory approaches that when deployed exclusively can curtail long-term learning and dehumanize students (e.g., Oakes 1992). These more dehumanizing approaches are often used with minoritized learners, including poor students, students of color, and/or students with disabilities (Duncan 2000; Swartz 2003). Thus, the learning practices at hand are a core equity issue. Examples of ambitious learning practices include problem-, project-, and inquiry-based learning (Glazewski and Hmelo-Silver 2019; Savery 2015). We call these practices ambitious because we recognize that they require significant orchestration and careful approaches to personalization at the individual, small-group, and classroom levels.

These pedagogies require learning environments that support student agency as learners engage in complex collaborative exploration and investigation, which include scaffolds and supports for learners to be successful (Glazewski and Hmelo-Silver 2019; Calabrese Barton and Tan 2010). Student agency refers to ownership and authority for making decisions about learning, thinking, and problem solving (Engle and Conant 2002). We see agency as linked to identity development and empowerment defined broadly, where students can take on and take up disciplinary identities rather than be rejected by them (Bell et al. 2017). As Calabrese Barton and Tan (2010) illustrate, from a sociopolitical perspective, learning is about recreating “practices in socially and culturally situated ways that confer on one more (or less) agency with which to participate across communities” (p. 190–191). Given that CSCL environments—such as those that include adaptive collaborative learning support (ACLS), teacher dashboards, and automated feedback from learning analytics—offer potential for feedback, scaffolds, and classroom orchestration that are localized and responsive, they may be well-suited to support learning defined in this way (Wang et al. 2011; Tegos et al. 2016; Dillenbourg et al. 2018; Gerard et al. 2019; Tissenbaum and Slotta 2019; van Leeuwen et al. 2019).

Shared meaning making is critical for ambitious learning practices. It refers to the construction of joint understanding and common ground (Suthers 2006; Sfard and Cobb 2014). This is an area of strength in CSCL research. For example, Roschelle’s (1992) foundational study of convergent conceptual change highlighted the way that collaboration and intersubjectivity could support the learning of complex disciplinary concepts. However, collaborative environments do not simply seek to simply support students in acquiring robust content.
knowledge; rather, they also aim to foster more dialogical forms of learning (Bakhtin 1981; Resnick et al. 2015). As Stahl et al. (2014) argue, shared meaning making, especially through and for dialogue and group cognition, is the crux of CSCL scholarship.

Ambitious learning practices are fundamentally political. To theorize the role of education in disrupting social inequality, we draw on recent conversations in the learning sciences around political, power-laden, and ethical dimensions of learning processes (Esmonde and Booker 2017; Politics of Learning Writing Collective 2017; Philip et al. 2018; Uttamchandani 2018). This sociopolitical turn has pointed to questions like: How does learning contribute to a more equitable society? What are the political dimensions of a learning ecology, including who is learning, why is learning taking place, and what are the ethical values being reflected in this learning (Bang and Vossoughi 2016; Biesta 2013; Freire 1972; Taylor 2018)? How do social inequities, such as racism and anti-Blackness, manifest in learning environments, and how can we design to disrupt them? When and how does learning support culturally-responsive and culturally-sustaining ways of knowing, especially for minoritized learners (Ladson-Billings 1995; Paris 2012)? Although there are few relevant studies in CSCL in this regard, we note that some have begun to explore issues at the intersection of such political concerns and CSCL (e.g., Ramey and Stevens 2019; Rummel et al. 2016; Tchounikine 2019). Issues related to equity have become increasingly prominent in the learning sciences broadly and offer productive new ways to think about the relations among equity and collaboration, data, and technology (e.g., Esmonde 2009; Philip et al. 2016; Reinholz and Shah 2018).

In sum, then, ambitious learning practices support individual agency, group dialogue, and the disruption of social inequality. We see value in thinking across these related aspects of equity in education because we believe at their intersection is the most powerful point of resonance for the CSCL community to join conversations about educational change. We argue that when educational change centers equity by focusing on learner agency, shared meaning making, and the disruption of social inequalities, CSCL’s strengths have the potential for unique and useful contributions to supporting equitable educational change.

There are several tensions as CSCL moves forward to focus on equitable educational change through the uptake of ambitious learning practices. For one, the effective use of CSCL designs tend to require a change in social practices, which comes with unique challenges across levels (Hakkarainen 2009). Social practices in classrooms are embedded in both school cultures and broader social and cultural norms (Zhang 2013). Even when technologies are designed for such change, there is no guarantee that these changes will be taken up productively (van Aalst 2009). However, there are several important elements of CSCL that are known to potentially increase the likelihood of CSCL practices being appropriated in effective ways (Jeong and Hmelo-Silver 2016). These include having a meaningful joint task, communicating, ways for sharing resources, support for engaging in productive collaborative processes and regulation. Finally, there is a tension between viewing technology as compromising learner agency versus viewing technology as supporting new forms of learner agency (Wise and Schwarz 2017). For the CSCL community to effectively contribute to widespread educational change, we must consider how technologies and innovations can be adapted to be productive, responsive, and appropriate for a wide variety of contexts and their associated pedagogical practices. To contextualize our discussion, we next build on discussions from a series of NSF-sponsored workshops to explore how adaptive collaborative support (as an example of a CSCL innovation) may promote or hinder work towards equitable educational change.
Structure and agency: a test case for the use of an educational change lens on instruments in CSCL

As we consider Adaptive Collaborative Learning Support (ACLS) as an example of CSCL innovation, we also need to consider what happens when we try to understand the role of such an innovation in supporting ambitious learning practices. Although ACLS can offer lots of structure, central to ambitious learning practices is the goal of empowering students to exercise agency within and over their own learning. As Wise and Schwarz (2017) discussed in detail in their second provocation, the tension between providing structure and supporting student agency is a central one in CSCL (see also Rummel et al. 2016). Specifically, the structure that educational technology can offer to support learning may come at the expense of offering learners more opportunities to make choices and ask questions as they learn. Importantly, we therefore view the issue of structure and agency as centrally being about power: what kinds of structures support agency and empower learners, rather than diminishing agency and/or disempowering learners?

As discussed above, student agency tends to center learners’ ability to take ownership of, make choices about, and hold a larger authority over their own learning (see Calabrese Barton and Tan 2010; Engle and Conant 2002; Tchounikine 2019). As Louie (2020) recently pointed out, it is possible to embrace student agency without disrupting underlying (often deficit) perspectives of who students are and what they are capable of. With this in mind, we take up a critical perspective on student agency that treats the disruption of educational and larger social inequality as a central concern in promoting student agency. Such an approach understands and position students as cultural-historical actors (agents), rather than the passive recipients of education (Freire 1972; Vossoughi and Gutiérrez 2017). We also understand learner agency as including students’ ability to question knowledge, including how that knowledge was generated and what purposes it has been and might be used for. Therefore, when we describe a tension between structure and agency, we refer to agency in its politicized, power-laden connotation.

Given this tension around structure and agency, we turn to ACLS as a prototypical example that offers an opportunity to explore the role of CSCL innovations generally in fostering ambitious learning practices. Indeed, there is evidence that ACLS can support learning disciplinary content (e.g., Baghaei et al. 2007; Olsen et al. 2019; Tegos et al. 2016; Rau et al. 2017; Walker et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011). Further, advancements in learning analytics and AI in Education have provided new opportunities to support teachers with individual, group, and classroom-level recommendations and predictions to improve teaching and learning in CSCL environments (e.g., Dillenbourg et al. 2018; Gerard et al. 2019; Tissenbaum and Slotta 2019; van Leeuwen 2015; van Leeuwen et al. 2019). Nonetheless, the introduction of ACLS and collaborative learning analytics into classrooms are not themselves ambitious learning practices. Rummel et al. (2016) imagine a dystopian scenario for learning in a chemistry class where students (and teachers) have no way to override their school’s ACLS technology, students are paired with frustrating partners because such pairs are marked by the ACLS as supporting “constructive conflict,” and predictive mechanisms can write off a student’s potential (e.g., by demarcating one as a “poor collaborator”). By contrast, in their utopian scenario, the teacher and the ACLS technology confer on next steps and the ACLS orients to the students in a more human way (e.g., by encouraging them to take a break as they feel frustrated). The similarity, however, is the content of each lesson: standard chemistry. We argue that a real concern by CSCL with issues of disciplinary agency must attend more deeply
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to questions about the content of learning (i.e., disciplinary ideas and practices) and how that content is situated in meaningful contexts. CSCL has long known that learning is especially productive when students engage in real-world problems, problems that are of personal meaning, or open problems in a discipline (Hmelo-Silver 2004; Papert 1980). For example, in a science class this could be sustained engagement with a science-based simulation (e.g., Wallcology; Slotta et al. 2018), in which scripted grouping and activity sequences support students in enculturating into a scientific community of practice. Zhang et al. (2018) go further in considering how students can take the lead in co-constructing their objects of inquiry as well as the inquiry cycles in which they choose to engage in. Although CSCL has had success in designing these environments, they thus far have tended to require experienced facilitators and sustained researcher involvement, a key challenge to their scaling out equitably.

Another barrier to the adoption of learning analytics and ACLS in ways that disrupt social inequality is how cultural and contextual factors are addressed during the design, development, and implementation of such systems (Wise and Schwarz 2017). To a limited degree, it is possible to build some awareness of demographic factors into these systems and to ameliorate systematic biases through participatory design (Holstein et al. 2019, e.g., Ahn et al. 2019). However, the evidence of inequity, bias, and racism in commercial technology systems (e.g., Benjamin 2019) suggests that cultural and contextually responsive systems at scale will require significantly more sustained attention to avoid “technological redlining” (Noble 2018), that is, the use of data to enact racial and racist profiling. With this in mind, it is important to make sense of how students’ backgrounds and heterogenous ways of engagement are best engaged by the CSCL technology, the teacher, and at the intersection of both (i.e., teacher-AI co-orchestration). This aligns well with Wise and Schwarz’s provocative view of the teacher “as a collaborative engineer with analytics or adaptive system as an aid” (p. 447).

Although these ambitious learning practices reposition students as problem solvers rather than recipients of knowledge, they pose significant problems for adaptive support. For example, it is much more difficult in such environments for ACLS to take on the role of “intelligent tutor,” able to understand best pathways through known-answer problems and guide students to and through such pathways. Thus, we conclude that such constraining is not the most productive use of ACLS. Instead, we imagine that adaptive support can focus on collaborative practices. In this way, even when agnostic to content, support could help students that the system detects as frustrated by prompting with metacognitive questions or collaborative learning strategies. Based on what such systems detect, they could prompt teachers to visit groups that appear to coordinate poorly or are especially enthusiastic (e.g., Alavi and Dillenbourg 2012; Schwarz et al. 2018; Prieto et al. 2016). ACLS cannot in and of itself create an exciting experience or substitute for a teacher’s professional insights, but it can help support the high-quality collaborative engagement that may be necessary for participating in complex disciplinary practices and a long-term trajectory of enculturation into a community of practice.

A community of practice can support equitable education through joint attention to deep conceptual learning, identity development, and collaboration (Eberle 2018). Taking a community of practice perspective is not however sufficient to support equitable educational change. Ambitious learning practices seek to support students’ agency through robust content, but must go beyond this by fostering more dialogical forms of learning and carefully attuning to the ethical dimensions of the content being discussed. From a critical Freirean perspective, “Simply replacing the content of teaching (from hegemonic to counter-hegemonic ideas) does not unsettle the social and intellectual relations that sustain an unequal society” (Vossoughi 2019).
and Gutiérrez 2017, p. 141). While we can imagine ACLS playing the role of an “other” in supporting dialogue and agency, we are wary of a “critical” classroom in which learners talk only to machines throughout the day (Rummel et al. 2017). The goals of ACLS are not to be prescriptive, but rather to be empowering for learners and to create the conditions in which (1) students have agency for their own learning and (2) teachers can provide targeted and synergistic supports for individual and collaborative activity (Fischer et al. 2013; Tabak 2004) Additionally, there are significant technological barriers to creating ACLS that can respond to the wider range of comments students might make in dialogical learning environments, a challenge that the CSCL community can take up through co-designing with teachers and learners. Moving forward, the CSCL community must contend with how to design, develop, and evaluate the use of ACLS for environments where open-ended inquiry or ill-structured problems/projects, and dialogical forms of learning are valued (e.g., Blikstein and Worsley 2016; Olsen et al. 2015; Evans et al. 2019).

ACLS has immense potential for supporting engagement with disciplinary content, practices, and identification of students as a members (or potential members) of a community of practice. Given ACLS’s ability to support teachers, it might also be especially transformative in under-resourced classrooms. Therefore, CSCL should not give up on educational change but instead consider how ACLS (and other CSCL innovations) can increase access to learning environments that support ambitious learning practices. Importantly, this means that a critical conception of educational equitable change cannot be an afterthought to the innovation of technology, but rather something considered throughout a project’s development.

Some closing questions about CSCL and educational change

In this squib, we tried to remain brief as we outlined several dimensions that to us must be considered together in support of equitable educational change. We used the notion of ambitious learning practices – those that promote productive disciplinary engagement, collaboration, and dialogue – as a place where CSCL can offer a strong contribution towards equitable educational change. Importantly, ambitious learning practices in particular and equitable educational change in general must be understood as fundamentally political, and cannot be brought about without attending to the political contexts of our work. While this poses new challenges, we think the CSCL community should rise to these challenges. We stress this because we see immense danger in educational change that centers scalability and sustainability without foregrounding equity. As we argue, adding an equity “lever” can reanimate the field’s initial commitment to such change and offer a productive way to ensure that CSCL insights, technologies, and pedagogies are considered in conversations about educational change.

Although this equity lever has been mostly absent from CSCL conversations, it holds promise for sustaining CSCL’s commitment to widespread educational improvement.

Given that this is our (i.e., the authors’) first entry into the CSCL equity space, we close with some open questions that should be explored in the coming years:

- How do we provide structure for agency? Who helps provide the structures (and how do these promote or inhibit agency)? In other words, where is the optimal balance of structure and agency that supports equitable and socially just educational opportunities?
- We view relationships and shared meaning making, and not necessarily technology, as what scales out when equity is centered. To support equitable and productive mentorship
for all, when and how does technology in classrooms assist teachers in scaling up/scaling out meaningful relationships and interactions with students?  

• CSCL deals with classroom ecologies. Where in the complex system of a students’ journey through education should CSCL researchers focus on to make the most sustained, productive, and equitable impact on students’ learning and well-being? We conjecture that this will be different for different research teams: for some, it will be working closely with particular teachers in a deep way, and for others it could be focusing on systems, districts, curricula, or commercial technology. As Hod et al. (2018) have discussed, research-practice partnerships can be an important crucible for such research.

• As we increasingly produce technologies for adaptive support and collaborative learning analytics that respond to learners’ inputs, who owns, and who should own, the data that students produce? How can researchers ensure they are not reinscribing the kinds of surveillance technologies that continually seem to benefit majoritized learners while further disciplining minoritized youth and specifically youth of color (Noble 2018)?

We conclude with a call for CSCL to join the conversation on equitable educational change. Although some might argue that those discussions are beyond the scope of our community’s research endeavors, we disagree. One of the strengths of the CSCL community is that it is interdisciplinary and visions of what is possible in technology-mediated learning environments can also spark new visions of how equitable educational environments could come to be.
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